Use at least three words in the box below to write your own
Junior Historian pledge. For ages 4-6, you may instead draw a
picture of something you can do to protect history and nature.
Protect		Respect		History
Artifacts		Nature		Culture
Teach			Share			Explore

of Hiwan Heritage Park
Historian

As a Junior Historian, I pledge to…

Exploration Activities
Ages 4-6: Complete at least 2 pages*
Ages 7-9: Complete at least 4 pages*
Ages 10-12: Complete at least 6 pages*
*Including Junior Historian Pledge page

This book belongs to:
Signed:
Open Space

How To Be a Good Visitor
Respect historic structures
Do not climb on or damage historic buildings or
objects. Explore them by looking, taking photos
and touching gently if appropriate.
Give wildlife space
Some of Hiwan’s most frequent visitors are elk
and deer. For your safety and theirs, practice the
Rule of Thumb:
Hold your arm straight and make a thumbs-up. If
you can cover the whole animal with your thumb,
you are at a safe distance.
Do not touch artifacts
If you take a museum tour or visit the
Housekeeper’s Cabin, use your eyes and ears, but
not your hands, to learn about the artifacts.

Pretend you are visiting Camp Neosho in 1920 and staying in
one of the tents. Write a postcard to someone in the
space above.
▶ What is your favorite thing here?
▶ Why is this place important?
▶ What do you hope it will be like in 100 years?
▶ Why is it important to protect and respect historic places?

Historians work with artifacts to learn about the past.
Because artifacts are old, they can be fragile and easily
damaged by touching. A great way to study something
without touching it is by sketching.

Begin across the bridge by taking a Family Forestry Guide.
Walk the trail slowly. Use the guide and marker signs to
explore how Ute people used native plants in history.
Draw lines to match the plants to their uses:

Choose an old building or object (look in the Housekeeper’s
Cabin or through the windows of the Mercantile). Sit down,
observe, and sketch what you see below.

Wax currant

Ponderosa
Pine

Juniper

What did you notice about this historic item while drawing
that you did not see before?

Blue Grama

Seeds were
gathered,
parched, tossed
and roasted to
pop them
Berries can be
enjoyed fresh or
mashed and dried
for the winter
Ute people used
berries for food
and bark fiber for
rope

The pitch can be
chewed like gum
or used as glue

Use your senses:
Touch the ponderosa bark gently. Describe how it feels.
Rub the sage between your fingers. Describe how it smells.
On the lower part of the trail, hike quietly and listen for
sounds of nature. What do you hear?

Put an X or write an answer in the square for each activity you
do. Complete four in a row—or go for blackout!
Take a guided tour of the museum. During or afterward, take
this quiz to test what you have learned.
Ask your guide if you do not know.
1. How many fireplaces are in the house? Why are there so many?

3. Write the name of someone who lived here and one important
fact about that person.

4. What unusual shape are four of the rooms? Draw it.

5. What is the building made of, and who built it?

6. Which room is the oldest? What was it originally?

7. What is an artifact? Why can we not touch them?

The wagons by the
pavilion are a
_____________
and a
______________

Take a photo on/of
Ginger, the horse
on the side porch.
She is named for the
Buchanan’s trick
horse.

Look in the
Mercantile windows.
Name something
you see:

Find the Foreman
statue. What is he
carrying?

Find the quilt pattern called the Evergreen Star. (Hint: It’s
on a building)

Count the trees in
the Grove.
How many?

Visit the tent/tent
frame. Would you
like to camp in one?
What would you
add?

Look and listen:
Hear or see a bird.
Describe, draw, or
name it.

Visit the Stone
House and do an
activity, read a book
or play with a toy.
What did you learn?

Play on the stumps
by the pavilion. How
many are there?

Find Eric’s House.
What is it now?

Find an aspen tree.

Count the chimneys
on the main museum building. How
many do you see?

Sit on the stone
bench on the patio.
What do you hear?

Find a ponderosa
tree and smell it.
What does it smell
like?

Find some scat
(poop). What animal
do you think left it?

